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__________________________________________ 

THIS IS AN ESSAY LINKED TO THE PROJECT News, Networks and Users in the Hybrid 

Media System. Transformation of the Media Industry and the News in the Post-

Industrial Era, an insight on a case study to exemplify the complex relations 

happened in the media industry, especially newspapers in a context of 

hybridisation of communication processes, a declining financing of the process 

as we knew it, and the major changes occurred in economics and politics after 

the strong crisis of 2008 onwards. We focus on news and media, social classes 

and storytelling in a context of inequality and crisis, concentrating in a well-

known and close example: Catalonia and the pro-independence process (2009-

2017). In this essay we try to consciously provide a personal, and documented, 

point of view. Not a partisan one, but one in which the author, as a citizen, is 

concerned and worried by the events he witnessed. 

Our aim is to exemplify how news industry responds in a context of economic 

crisis -both of general and of the newspaper industry from 2008 onwards- and 

aligns with identity politics, in different degrees and intensities and from 

different perspectives, when some social wealthy classes look with concern to 

the future. Media are presumedly consumed more by upper-media classes, the 

educated ones. We are in the middle of a huge change in consumption, which is 

influence by purchasing power, income level, education, and, why not, social 

class. This is linked not only to the economy, but also to language, culture and 

tradition.  

In this respect, the role of the press during the so-called pro-independence 

process of Catalonia is a worthy case study. This is a close case to enquire into the 

ultimate reasons of the reaction of a critical economic sector and a public service 

as well, even though performed by both public and private media companies, to 

face an economic, social and political crisis in the wealthy Western world. This 

is a crisis of the liberal model, in which an elite tries to build a credible story in 

favour of their interests, so we wonder in this essay how media companies, 

institutions and ruling social groups interact in different ways to influence each 

other and become winners of a storytelling battle. As studied in other outputs of 

this project (see our report on Financing the media), subsidies and public 

advertisements as a crucial support for the press in times of trouble is another 

factor to be considered in this essay. 



As for necessary further research, there are two ways to do it. On the topic itself, 

an important one in the history of Catalonia, Spain and Europe, at a time in 

which some parallel pro-independence movements are happening -for instance, 

in Scotland (Díaz Noci and Tous, 2014). We need also need some further research 

is to examine in closer detail, and in a more empirical way, applying content 

analysis, the position of the Catalan press in, for instance, the legality of the 

movements decided by the Catalan parliament during that period, and 

confronting it with the legal scholarly literature on the topic. 

On the other hand, which is more relevant for this research project and its 

possible continuations, is to follow the movements of the media industry to 

solve, or palliate at least, the devastating effects of successive economic crisis, 

the COVID -19 pandemic, and the uncertain situation of Europe and the world 

after the Russian invasion of Ukraine from February 2022 onwards. All these 

factors, combined with the paradigm change and disruption brought by the 

World Wide Web in the way media are organised, produced and financed, 

posed new problems that the industry is trying to solve in many different 

ways, as we have already examined in some other reports of this project. It 

seems a good idea to focus on some cases to follow up the evolution of such 

responses to a systemic crisis. 

_________________________________________ 
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SOME TIME BEFORE THE CONSTITUTIONAL 

Court of Spain finally revised the Au-

tonomy Statute of Catalonia -the sec-

ond one in the most recent Spanish 

democracy- the Catalan daily news-

papers published in November of 

2009 a joint editorial article. In July 

2010 a demonstration of non-ac-

ceptance of the constitutional deci-

sion ignited a claim of certain social 

classes in favour of the independ-

ence of Catalonia.  

From that time, specially from 2012 

onwards, when right-winged presi-

dent Artur Mas called early elections, 

and lost them, in the sense that he got 

less votes and MPs than before, a 

movement in favour of the inde-

pendence was boosted from or sup-

ported by the Catalan institutions 

under the control of nationalist par-

ties.   

This essay aims to explain the role 

of mass media, especially daily news-

papers (both printed and digital) in 

the story making of the so-called sov-

ereignty process in Catalonia, from 

2009 until 2017, in which a unilat-

eral, non-legally recognized referen-

dum was organized by the Catalan 

institutions. The text examines, con-

sidering even the influence of public 

subsidies given by the Catalan gov-

ernment to media companies in a 

context of general economic and spe-

cific media-industry crisis from, pre-

cisely, 2008 onwards, and in a hy-

brid-media system context as well, 

how the pro-independence forces 

tried to move along influencing the 

public opinion. The essay will also 

consider the importance of social 

groups, especially the wealthier ones, 

in the development of the messages 

in this nation-building process. 

This essay aims to be a first ap-

proach to the role of media, especially 

the Catalan daily newspapers (both 

printed and digital), in those turbu-

lent times. Providing a full explana-

tion of the deep meaning of such a 

movement is, though, very complex, 

and it well would exceed the short 

extension of this modest text. It is ob-

vious that many factors intervened 

in the way in which the events were 

developed. The identity feelings, 

very deep in the case of Catalonia 

(even ethnicity, as examined, e. g., by 

Crameri, 2014), as in other parts of 

Spain and Europe which have pre-

served their culture, language and in-

stitutions, is one of those factors, and 

they have been highlighted by many 

historians. Just to mention the case of 

two prestigious scholars: Josep Fon-

tana, who had published a book on 

the Catalan identity some years be-

fore the pro-independence move-

ment took force (Fontana, 2005), 

came back to it and adopted a 

friendly vision towards the inde-

pendence of Catalonia (Fontana, 

2014), and even participated (he re-

gretted later) in a symposium organ-

ised by the Catalan government in 
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December, 2013 entitled Spain against 

Catalonia: a historical insight (1714-

2014). A similar case, with an even 

more decided sympathy towards the 

desire for independence, is Borja de 

Riquer, who in 2000 published a 

book on the confronted Spanish and 

Catalan identities (Riquer, 2000) and 

in 2016 another one entitled Anar de 

debó (Now it is serious). Some other 

historians have shown a more mod-

erate and unbiased perspective, for 

instance Enric Ucelay-Da Cal when 

analysing the most recent roots of the 

secessionist movement (Ucelay Da-

Cal, 2015). As we will mention, it 

seems very clear that the Catalan 

identity feelings, especially those of 

the people of Catalan origin and lan-

guage, have an influence in the pref-

erence for independence, alongside 

with some other factors, like social 

class, wealth, and education, the «lib-

eral sociocultural values», using Lon-

don School of Economics researcher 

Sergi Pardos-Prado’s words (Pardos-

Prados, 2019). 

It seems an important topic to us to 

examine, to a certain extent at least, 

how the public opinion was shaped, 

and how some relevant journalistic 

figures and media companies had a 

word on the conflict. It is, precisely, 

the goal of our work to try to clarify 

and explain how the Catalan daily 

newspapers, and some other media, 

oriented -and were themselves 

dragged into- the quite acrimonious 

controversy which followed Mas’s 

decision to go towards the independ-

ence of Catalonia, an issue which 

dominated the public agenda during 

almost a decade in Catalonia, Spain 

and, to some extent, Europe. 

 

Identity feelings have an 

influence in the preference 

for independence, along-

side with some other fac-

tors, like social class, 

wealth, and education, the 

«liberal sociocultural val-

ues». 

 

 In examining it, we have to con-

sider some many factors as well: the 

emergence of new companies in the 

Catalan media landscape, the inter-

nal movements of journalistic organ-

isations and the economic support 

provided by the Catalan institutions, 

namely the government, through 

subsidies to those media companies 

publishing news in Catalan language. 

All this, it should never be forgotten, 

within the context of the hugest eco-

nomic crisis of our recent times. The 

role of media is not, of course, with-

out its lights and shadows, vicissi-

tudes and contradictions. 



 

 

 

The Catalan elites: 
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THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT 

ARTUR MAS FORMALLY STARTED a pro-

cess to declare the independence of 

the region in 2012, only two years af-

ter becoming president of the Span-

ish autonomous community of Cata-

lonia in 2010, in the middle of a very 

serious economic crisis.  

This right-winged politician had 

unsuccessfully tried to become presi-

dent of Catalonia as the successor of 

Jordi Pujol Soley, head of the Catalan 

Government (Generalitat) from 1980 

to 2003, but was displaced twice by 

two socialist candidates, Pasqual 

Maragall first -former major of Bar-

celona-, from 2003 to 2006, and then 

José Montilla, from 2006 to 2010. Ap-

parently, when Mas decided to call 

early elections in November 2012, 

the purpose was to concentrate an 

unanimous support for his party, 

Convergència i Unió, hegemonic in 

Catalonia from Pujol’s times and rep-

resentative of the upper-middle clas-

ses, to advance towards the full sov-

ereignty of Catalonia based on both 

economic and political reasons, but 

also on identity issues (see, for in-

stance, González, 2016). He failed in 

the attempt to obtain a greater major-

ity, since he lost the parliamentary 

one he enjoyed to that point and was 

forced, from then onwards, to negoti-

ate, and eventually include it in the 

government, with the other major 

nationalist party, the left-winged Es-

querra Republicana de Catalunya, ac-

tually CiU’s major rival for the na-

tionalist votes (see Rico and Liñeira, 

2014: 277). Both built a mass move-

ment, with the help of extra-parlia-

mentary associations like Òmnium 

and the ANC, which played a role of 

transmitters of the message to wider 

population layers, and designed a sto-

ryteling based on transversality. It 

has been highlighted, as well as the 

role played by the Catalan institu-

tions, the importance of the media 

system (with public or strongly sub-

sidied companies) and the «vampiri-

sation» of many trade unions, busi-

ness organisations and professional 

associations (Brunet, 2021). 

The spark that, according to the 

widespread interpretation built by 

the Catalan institutions and by many 

media, ignited the conflagration was 

the decision of the Constitutional 

Court of Spain about the second Cat-

alan Statute. It was approved by the 

Parliament of Catalonia in 2005, ne-

gotiated downwards with the Span-

ish government headed by the social-

ist president José Luis Rodríguez Za-

patero -Mas, then the Catalan opposi-

tion leader, arrived to an agreement 

with him behind the backs of the Cat-

alan president, the Pasqual Maragall, 

socialist as Rodríguez Zapatero- and 

finally endorsed by the people of Cat-

alonia in a referendum held in June 

2006. The right-winged Spanish Pop-

ular Party orchestrated, helped by 
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some conservative media, a cam-

paign against the Catalan Statute, 

and filed a constitutional action 

which, four years later, in June 2010, 

severely limited some sections of the 

legal text, including the preliminary 

definition of Catalonia as a nation -

probably the most sensitive issue for 

the public opinion, albeit the one 

with the less legal force-, a deep re-

form of the centralized Spanish judi-

cial system so to favour a greater au-

tonomy for the Catalan judges, and a 

reform of the so-called fiscal cove-

nant, an improvement for the fi-

nances of Catalonia. It was backed by 

some technical reports, for instance 

the so-called Consell Assessor per a la 

Reactivació Econòmica i el Creixement 

(CAREC), funded by the Catalan gov-

ernment or Generalitat. In that Coun-

cil for the Economic Recovery and 

the Growth, headed by Salvador Ale-

many, many prestigious Catalan 

economists took part, such as Oriol 

Amat and Germà Bel, later to become 

members of the Catalan parliament 

representing Junts per Cat (the party 

created after the dissolution of Con-

vergència, and close to the former 

president Carles Puigdemont), Guil-

lem López Casasnovas, former mem-

ber of the Council of the Bank of 

Spain or Jordi Galí. The document, 

significantly, insisted from the very 

beginning in the fact that it was not a 

demand, but a « rational formula of 

economic relation with the central 

administration so that the Generali-

tat could adopt some measures to 

amend the fiscal imbalance » (CAREC, 

2012 : 4), a question the storytelling 

around the sovereignty route in-

sisted in. The question has been re-

peatedly examined by those and 

other scholars, for instance Feito et 

al., 2014. Actually, the whole story-

building, as some authors have un-

derlined, is based on a prototypical 

construction (Gili, Pont-Sorribes and 

Ruiz Collantes, 2018). 

 

The whole storybuilding is 

based on a prototypical 

construction. 

 

Another argument in which the 

pro-independence -and even the pro-

sovereignty- parties were based was 

plainly political: the difficult relation-

ship and integration of Catalonia 

within the Spanish state, even once 

the democracy and a parliamentary, 

semi-federal regime was finally in-

stalled in the country after forty hard 

years of Franco’s dictatorship, exem-

plified by the difficulties of the right-

winged main party of Spain, and part 

of the Socialist party even, in accept-

ing a new Statute for Catalonia. A 

consequence of it was the disappoint-

ment or disaffection it caused 

amongst the Catalan people, as stated 
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in 2010 by José Montilla, then presi-

dent of Catalonia. It is to be noted that 

the first great demonstration in fa-

vour of the so-called « right to de-

cide » (an euphemism to avoid « self 

determination right », actually) hap-

pened in July, 2010, under the presi-

dency of José Montilla. Montilla, for-

mer minister of the socialist Spanish 

government, organised a mass 

demonstration in Barcelona, held on 

the 9th of July 2010, against the deci-

sion of the Constitutional Court.  He 

was booed by some people and dis-

placed in importance by a civil associ-

ation, the old Òmnium Cultural, born 

during Franco’s regime to protect the 

Catalan culture, and now a privileged 

political agent. In 2012, a newer one 

joined Òmnium, the National Assem-

bly of Catalonia (Assemblea Nacional 

Catalana, there was a similar associa-

tion at the beginning of the Spanish 

political transition), created in 2011-

2012, precisely. On the origins of it, 

see Ainsa i Puig, 2012. One of the first 

impulsers of the ANC was Miquel 

Sellarès, a former politician close to 

Jordi Pujol’s cercle and to Artur Mas, 

and Communication Secretary for 

the Catalan government in 2003-

2004 (it is interesting to read his 

memoirs, Construint un estat nou 

[Building a new state], Barcelona, An-

gle, 2014). Both associations were of 

capital importance and huge influ-

ence during the period we examine. 

After José Montilla, Artur Mas be-

came president of Catalonia, but it 

was not until 2012 that he decided to 

place the topic on the agenda again. 

During those couple of years, Mas’s 

government faced the financial crisis 

with the help of the Catalan Popular 

Party, applying serious cutbacks to 

the Catalan economy. Then, in May 

2011, a protest against it took Catalo-

nia square in Barcelona and Puerta 

del Sol in Madrid. Many members of 

his government, and himself, had se-

rious difficulties to arrive to the Par-

liament in mid-June, 2011, and police 

charges happened surrounding the 

building. Mas and other members of 

the government got to the building 

by helicopter. It was after that diffi-

cult moment that Mas cancelled the 

agreement with the Popular Party 

and considered a change in the 

agenda: if a fiscal agreement was de-

nied, as it was, by the Spanish gov-

ernment, then he will turn his look at 

the identity, sovereignty issues, 

which effectively happened, as ex-

plained, in the summer of 2012.  

 

AN INSTITUTIONAL REVOLT 

The movement towards the seces-

sion of the territory and the consecu-

tion of the full independence of Cata-

lonia has been defined as an institu-

tional revolt, or at least a strategy, 

backed by the social classes they rep-

resent and orchestrated by the elites 
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in charge of the political institutions 

of Catalonia. 

One further short explanation on 

the term “revolt” we used in the title 

of this article. This is the word used 

by John Elliott in his book about the 

Catalans in 1640 (The revolt of the Cat-

alans) and, differences aside (that re-

volt happened in Early Modern Eu-

rope) we prefer this term to the most 

widespread, especially employed by 

the pro-independence propaganda, 

“revolution”. In this regard, we follow 

Eric Hobsbawm, 1962. This is not a 

subversion or the established order, 

but an attempt of the establishment 

to keep the power and the hegemony 

in times of trouble.  

The importance of some social 

groups was intuitively and cleverly 

explained by one of the most famous 

Spanish, and Catalan, writers, Edu-

ardo Mendoza. Surprised by the situ-

ation, Mendoza published a short 

book in November 2017, in which he 

mentions: 

En Cataluña […] hay un núcleo de po-

blación original, por así decir, en torno 

al cual los demás grupos se mueven en 

órbita. Esto es, naturalmente, una 

burda simplificación de un fenómeno 

de extraordinaria complejidad. Con ella 

sólo pretendo dar una idea de cómo se 

estructura la sociedad catalana, o cómo 

se estructuraba hasta tiempos muy re-

cientes. Mejor aún, no tanto cómo es la 

sociedad catalana realmente, sino cómo 

la sociedad catalana se ha visto a sí 

misma (Mendoza, 2017: 36-37) 

The ruling class of Catalonia, at least 

a good part of it, decided in September 

2017 to pass some acts to allow the 

referendum to be held on the first of 

October, that year, even if it was 

clearly against the Spanish Constitu-

tion and the Autonomy Statute of 

Catalonia. The secessionist politi-

cians, for instance the president of 

the Catalan parliament and former 

head of the Catalan National Assem-

bly, Carme Forcadell, were admon-

ished by the legal counsellors and the 

secretary of the Parliament, for in-

stance Antoni Bayona, who resigned 

and who, in a book published in 2019, 

recognized that, even if the inde-

pendence seemed at some point a fea-

sible objective, it became clear that 

there was neither the needed major-

ity nor the legal force to proceed 

(Bayona, 2019). The Catalan ruling 

class decided to break the rule of law 

in those parliamentary sessions, 

broadcast by TV and the rest of the 

media, on September 6 and 7, 2017.  

 

The Catalan ruling class de-

cided to break the rule of 

law in the parliamentary 

sessions of September 6 and 

7, 2017. 
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These two figures show how, de-

spite of the fact of the hegemony of 

the nationalist forces and the im-

portance of the votes they were able 

to gather, never were close to an 

overwhelming majority. The first 

row shows the percentage of votes in 

favour of those parties, and suppos-

edly in favour of the independence. 

The second rows correspond to the 

percentage of the votes not in favour 

of the independence: 

 

 

This second figure shows the evolu-

tion of the pro-independence vote 

considering the whole electoral cen-

sus -which is the usual way of count-

ing it when talking about a secession 

referendum: 

 

  

Both figures are our own elaboration 

upon public data on every election 

during the period accessible at the 

Catalan government’s websites.  

Taking the whole period as a whole, 

and considering only the votes cast, 

people in favour of the pro-independ-

ence parties were on average 41,62% 

of the votes. Considering the whole 

census (therefore, the people not in-

terested in voting, or in the issue), the 

pro-independence votes went down 

to 34,41% on average. This is an im-

portant and cohesive part of the pop-

ulation, no doubt, but this does not 

mean a clear majority in favour of 

separating from Spain. The question 

is, as explained by Sergio Pardos-

Prado, that “those who favour inde-

pendence are not in a majority, but 

those who oppose independence are 

split on the best alternative” (Pardos-

Prado, 2019). This other figure shows 

the evolution of the votes in favour 

of the independence of Catalonia and 

against it between 2012 and 2017: 
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Source: Own elaboration 

 

Whilst the support to nationalist par-

ties has remained relatively stable 

along the years, from 34.7% of the 

votes in 1986 to 39.4% in 2019 (Real 

Instituto Elcano, 2019: 19) those par-

ties have abruptly, at least appar-

ently because those pro-independ-

ence outbreaks could be cyclic (Peti-

thomme, 2017: 152), embraced a de-

cidedly support only for independ-

ence from 2012 onwards. 

The movement was a turning point 

in the vision provided by the media 

in Spain and abroad, since it was an 

evident unilateral decision. It was dif-

ficult to define it, since it was not a 

coup d’état, normally a violent move-

ment performed from outside the in-

stitutions, this was a process from 

within the Catalan ones; some au-

thors have defined it as a “post-mod-

ern coup d’état” and a threat for rep-

resentative democracy (Gascón, 

2018). It has also been defined as an 

institutional rebellion.  

Instead, the quality of democracy of 

Catalonia has not reached the highest 

rankings in Europe, and it is not con-

sidered better than the general Span-

ish democratic quality. Anyway, “the 

rapid deterioration in the legitimacy 

of the Spanish political system” has 

been acknowledged as another im-

portant factor to explain the rapid 

movement towards the claim for the 

independence of Catalonia (Real In-

stituto Elcano, 2019: 22; see also 

Sánchez-Cuenca, 2018). A study of 

the Sweden University of Göteborg, 

for instance states that, as happened 

in previous studies, “regions such as 

Vlaams Gewest (BE2), Pais Vasco 

(ES21), Trento (ITH2) and Bretagne 

(FRH0) rank at the top position 

within their respective countries, 

while Brussels (BE1), Catalonia 

(ES51)/Andalucia (ES61), Calabria 

(ITF6) and Mayotte (FRM5) rank low-

est” and, which is worst, “have de-

clined over time” (Charron et al., 2021: 

16). 

 

ECONOMIC WEALTH AS A REASON 

FOR INDEPENDENCE 

Some very serious economic reasons 

are important when examining the 

inclination towards an option for the 

independence of Catalonia (Pérez, 

2022). One of the main claims con-

tained in the Statute of Catalonia 

(2006) was a new fiscal covenant for 

the region, based on a supposedly un-

fair tax balance: according to this ar-

gument, repeatedly used by the pro-

independence parties, Catalonia paid 

to the Spanish treasure more than 
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Catalonia received in exchange, espe-

cially considered the weight of the 

Catalan economy within Spain. It is 

true, however, that the former and 

oldest president of Catalonia, Jordi 

Pujol, recognised in 2017 that, when 

negotiating the tax system of the new 

Spanish state in 1980, they decided 

not to consider the offer of a eco-

nomic agreement similar to the one 

that the Basque Country and Na-

varre accepted (see, e.g., Sánchez, 

R.M., «El día que Pujol dijo ‘no’ al con-

cierto económico», La Vanguardia, 

May 7, 2017). Even though in 2021 

Pujol denied that version, the news-

paper archives leave little room for 

doubt. As a result, the situation is 

pretty much the one described in 

general terms by the Real Instituto 

Elcano in 2019: 

In terms of funding, however, Catalo-

nia’s revenue system is like the other 

autonomous communities that are sub-

ject to the standard régimen común ar-

rangement, whereby tax revenue is 

collected by the Spanish state. Yet 

while its contribution is roughly pro-

portional to its wealth and funding is in 

line with its population, certain leaders 

aspire to the régimen de concierto sys-

tem, in which revenue is collected by 

decentralised government and a pro-

portion paid to central government and 

which applies to the Basque Country 

and Navarra, also wealthy but which 

contribute less (Real Instituto Elcano, 

2019: 10). 

In a way that was considered an ulti-

matum by the Spanish government, 

and many Spanish media in 2012, Ar-

tur Mas went to Madrid to ask for a 

tax agreement, which Mariano Ra-

joy, president of the Spanish govern-

ment and head of the Popular Party, 

immediately refused. Back to Barce-

lona, Mas was received and ap-

plauded at the gates of the Govern-

ment palace by some organic intellec-

tuals, some of them of socialist past, 

for instance a philosopher, Xavier 

Rubert de Ventós, Pasqual Maragall’s 

close childhood friend and commis-

sioned by him to write the prelimi-

nary section of the Statute of 2006, 

that part in which the controversial 

definition of Catalonia as a nation ap-

peared. Some other people present at 

that moment were Salvador Giner, 

president of the Institut d’Estudis 

Catalans (a scientific society) and Vi-

cent Sanchis, journalist of the Cata-

lan-language daily newspaper Avui 

and later to be appointed general 

manager of TV3. Being so harshly re-

fused by Rajoy, Artur Mas considered 

that the only way for his govern-

ment to get through was fuelling the 

demands no longer for a greater self-

government within Spain, but even-

tually separated from it.  

Related to the importance of the 

economy in the reasoning behind 

such an apparently emotional re-

sponse, many surveys have insisted 

in the importance of the wealth of 
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the people most in favour of consid-

ering the Catalan independence de-

sirable or, at least, feasible, even 

when, after some silence, the Euro-

pean Union clearly stated that any 

new country had to negotiate the 

terms and conditions of the incorpo-

ration of such a news member state 

from scratch. Both in the cases of Cat-

alonia and of Scotland, in which a le-

gal referendum was held -and lost- in 

2014.  

 

Many surveys have in-

sisted in the importance of 

the wealth of the people 

most in favour of consider-

ing the Catalan independ-

ence desirable or, at least, 

feasible. 

 

According to this interpretation, in-

dependence is a matter supported 

mainly by the upper-middle classes, 

not so much neither by lower classes 

nor by the richest ones. Both if those 

classes really desired the effective se-

cession of the territory in a wishful-

thinking fashion, it was a collective 

mirage or were rather developing a 

strategy of building-up forces to ne-

gotiate from an advantageous posi-

tion with the Spanish government. 

This is the reason why we have 

adopted such a title for this article, 

since, to a great extent, we consider 

that the wealthy people of Catalonia 

were the largest social group behind 

the pro-independence movement. 

This is also the social class, e. g., be-

hind the creation of Òmnium Cul-

tural in 1961, whose initial heads 

were some entrepreneurs, such as 

Lluís Carulla and Joan Baptista 

Cendrós -his grandson, David Madí i 

Cendrós, was one of the closest part-

ners and advisors of Artur Mas, and 

of the most decidedly in favour in 

pursuing the independence within 

CiU-, Félix Millet, head of the Palau 

de la Música -his son, also named 

Félix Millet, was prosecuted in 2009 

for having sacked for his own and 

CiU’s benefit the Palau he managed, 

and condemned to prison for in 2018, 

and some other relevant members of 

the so-called «Catalan bourgoisie» 

(see, e.g. Crameri, 2015 : 3). The histor-

ical importance of such social classes 

had been examined by one of the fa-

thers of the Spanish Constitution, 

Jordi Solé-Tura, in Catalanismo y 

revolución burguesa in 1971. 

A decline of the Catalan economy, 

and the gap opened with some other 

Spanish regions and cities, namely 

Madrid (see, for instance, Jordana, 

2019, and pérez, 202, whose argu-

ments is that the Catalan elites ini-

tially supported Artur Mas when he 

asked for an economic agreement 

with Spain, to later drop him when 

he allied with Esquerra Republicana), 
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due in part to the loss of the im-

portance of the industrial sector in 

Catalonia, is another reason to be 

found as a background of the seces-

sionist movement. Madrid attracts 

more foreign investment than Barce-

lona and Catalonia -this fact, and the 

political implications of it, were 

stressed in two articles published by 

Pasqual Maragall in El País in Febru-

ary 2001 and in July 2003, when he 

became the first socialist president of 

Catalonia: “Madrid se va” and “Ma-

drid se ha ido”). An insight published 

in an influential blog of the prestig-

ious London School of Economics in-

sists in this perspective (Pardos-

Prado, 2019). 

The relation of the wealth of the 

people in favour of the independence 

of Catalonia, a salient trait mentioned 

and criticised by, for instance, the fa-

mous French economist Thomas 

Piketty, whose arguments have been 

overruled by some Catalan scholars, 

is obviously under discussion, but 

many figures are quite clear in fa-

vour of conceding at least some im-

portance to it. This is in contradiction 

to the widespread institutional ver-

sion which holds that the pro-inde-

pendence movement was quite spon-

taneous, a bottom-up instead of an 

up-down and transversal national 

movement. We will have some room 

for it to be examined in some detail in 

the following pages.
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THE ROLE OF MEDIA 

THE ROLE PLAYED BY MEDIA, especially 

newspapers, has already been re-

searched by some colleagues, espe-

cially Carles Pont and Cristina Per-

ales (starting from a report commis-

sioned by an agency related to the 

Catalan government: Pont-Sorribes 

and Perales-García, 2018, see also Per-

ales-García and Pont-Sorribes, 2017 

and 2018). An abundant scholarly bil-

biography has been generated during 

these years around the pro-inde-

pendence (or pro-sovereignty) pro-

cess, which is impossible to mention 

in its entirety here. It clearly marked 

the end of a cycle (LoCascio, 2016). Re-

garding to the question of the treat-

ment of the topic in the media, we 

will refer to many of those refer-

ences, though, and they included 

even articles refered to the semantics 

and geographic spaces of the Catalan 

national movement (Stehle, 2020) or 

the role of sport journalism (Rojas 

Torrijos and Guerrero Caballero, 

2021). It is our intention, once some 

years have passed from the failed in-

dependence declaration of 2017, the 

escape of the Catalan president 

Carles Puigdemont and some of the 

ministers of his government to Brus-

sels at the end of October that year, 

the temporary suspension of the Cat-

alan autonomy until 2018, the arrest, 

imprisonment, sentence and pardon 

of the greatest part of the Catalan 

government and of the heads of both 

Òmnium Cultural and the Catalan 

Assembly of Catalonia, to provide 

some perspective -even if only five 

years have passed, since the attempt 

at secession failed in 2017- on the in-

fluence of the media in those im-

portant events of our recent contem-

porary history. 

 

AN INITIAL WARN FROM MEDIA 

The starting point and the beginning 

of the period we examine is deter-

mined, we already advanced it, by 

one quite unexpected and unprece-

dented media decision: to publish a 

joint editorial piece warning against 

the foreseen constitutional decision 

about limiting the articles and attrib-

utions of the new Statute of Catalo-

nia, approved in a referendum held 

in 2006. Even some Catalan thinkers 

consider that this, and many other 

related movements from both parts, 

was an irresponsible behaviour, since 

it was neither necessary nor the ap-

propriate time to open Pandora’s box 

and proposing a constitutional re-

form -the articulate of the Catalan 

statute, as a matter of fact, intrudes in 

some constitutional competences- 

when there was not a majority in the 

Spanish parliament and society to 

proceed in this way (Amat, 2017). Ac-

cording to this vision, the whole pro-

cess was a huge miscalculation. 

The printed and the online editions 

of the main Catalan daily newspa-
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pers opened their front pages on No-

vember 26, 2009, with a very 

straightforward headline. “The dig-

nity of Catalonia”. It was published 

by La Vanguardia, El Periódico de Ca-

taluña, Avui, El Punt, Segre, Diari de 

Tarragona, La Mañana, Diari de Gi-

rona, Regió 7, El Nou 9, Diari de Saba-

dell and Diari de Terrassa. 

It seems that the idea came from the 

editors in chief of the two main daily 

newspapers of the region, José An-

tich (La Vanguardia) and Rafael Nadal 

(El Periódico de Catalunya). According 

to some media reports (Campos, 2019) 

the idea was Nadal’s, a journalist and 

writer closer to the Catalan socialism, 

represented at that time by José 

Montilla, born outside Catalonia and 

of much more humble origin than 

Pasqual Maragall, whom he replaced 

as the president of Catalonia. We 

need to insist that, despite the rela-

tion between the Spanish Socialist 

Party (Partido Socialista Obrero Espa-

ñol, PSOE) and the Catalan socialist 

party (Partit dels Socialistes de Cata-

lunya, PSC) they are actually two dif-

ferentiate parties. The editoral piece 

was finally written at least, this is 

taken for granted to this point, by En-

ric Juliana, deputy editor and dele-

gate of La Vanguardia in Madrid, and 

Juan José López Burniol, notary and 

jurist, who usually signed many op-

ed articles for the same newspaper. 

López-Burniol has appeared later in 

favour of federalism, and he, never-

theless, warned in another article 

published in La Vanguardia in 2005 

against what he considered a clear 

nationalist bias in the new Catalan 

Statute, boosted by the government 

headed by Pasqual Maragall, socialist, 

but that included also by Esquerra 

Republicana de Catalunya and Inicia-

tiva per Catalunya-Verds, a green, 

left-winged party of no nationalist 

tendency. López Burniol was one of 

the men who tried to get some medi-

ation in October 2017 to tackle the 

unilateral proclamation of independ-

ence and travelled to Vitoria to ask 

the Basque president, Iñigo Urkullu, 

to do that job (a good account of the 

facts is found in the Basque-language 

daily newspaper Berria, “Mezularitza 

baten agiriak” [“The documents of a 

mediation”], October 1, 2020). 

 

The editorial piece was not 

in favour of initiating a 

pace towards independ-

ence, instead their authors 

considered that one of the 

key points was the need for 

a more balanced fiscal 

treatment. 
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The editorial piece was not in favour of 

initiating a pace towards independence, 

instead their authors warned against the 

danger of a delayed constitutional deci-

sion, which finally came six months 

later, considered harmful for a statute 

which was also considerably limited and 

trimmed during the parliamentary pro-

cess, since it had to be passed first in Cat-

alonia and then in the Spanish parlia-

ment as well. One of the key points was 

the need for a more balanced fiscal treat-

ment (“the Catalans pay their taxes with 

no foral privileged” [like Basque and Na-

varrese people]). It was also a reaction 

against the attitude of some right-

winged newspaper published in Madrid 

against the Catalan Statute, which was 

analysed by Cortiñas and Pont Sorribes 

(2009). 

 

THE MEDIA LANDSCAPE (2009-

2017) 

The main daily newspaper of Catalo-

nia, in both printed and online ver-

sions (at least, whilst ComScore has 

been, until 2021, the measurer of 

online audiences) is La Vanguardia. 

The importance of the main and most 

read Catalan daily newspaper has 

been already mentioned. It is the old-

est daily newspaper of Barcelona, one 

of the most influential ones also in 

Spain, created and owned by the 

same family from 1881 onwards.  

It has been considered a liberal 

newspaper, always close to the 

power and aiming to walk through 

the middle path, representing always 

the most popular opinions in Catalo-

nia (see Dalmau, 2014, 2017 and 2018 

for a deeper understanding of the in-

itial ideological evolution of the 

newspaper; Calvet, 2016, but written 

many decades before, for a first-hand 

account of the period of the first third 

of the 20th century, when he was the 

editor-in-chief and Huertas Clavería, 

2010; a more indulgent vision is pro-

vided by Nogué and Barrera, 2006, 

and a semi-official version of the his-

tory of the newspaper by Josep Maria 

Casasús remains unpublished in the 

National Archives of Catalonia). El 

Periódico de Catalunya was its main 

competitor until recently it was cre-

ated in 1978 and it has always been 

closer to the socialist ideology most 

voted in the metropolitan area of 

Barcelona, with a double edition 

Spanish-Catalan language from 1997 

onwards, whilst La Vanguardia only 

decided to do so in 2011, when Artur 

Mas government launched an ambi-

tious program of subsidising the Cat-

alan-language media; El País joined, 

by the way, and launched a Catalan-

language edition on the Internet, 

Elpais.cat. On the creation of Catalan-

language media during those years, 

see Grivé, 2017. Another printed, and 

in this case from the beginning an 

online newspaper as well, was added 

in 2010, Ara; we will mention it, and 

some other Catalan media, in more 

detail in another section of this paper.  
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La Vanguardia was created in 1881 

by a local entrepreneur, Ramón Godó 

Mas, considered an opponent to cata-

lanism, it has always been owned, 

even during Franco’s regime, by the 

Godó family. Now it is owned by 

Javier Godó Muntañola, count of 

Godó, a nobleman whose title was 

given by the king of Spain Alphonse 

XII in 1916 to Javier Godó’s grandfa-

ther, Ramón Godó Lallana. The for-

mer king of Spain, Juan Carlos I, took 

a step forward and named Javier 

Godó Muntañola “grande de España” 

-the highest nobiliary recognition in 

the kingdom of Spain-, in 2008. It is to 

be supposed how surprising and an-

noying might have been for the mon-

arch to witness the position Godó’s 

newspaper (and RAC1 radio station, 

the most consumed one in Catalonia) 

adopted towards the pro-independ-

ence discourse some very few years 

later. This figure shows the im-

portance of Godó’s group radio sta-

tion, whose audience is the larger one 

in Catalonia, far even from Catalu-

nya Ràdio’s audience. During the pe-

riod, Jordi Basté’s and Mònica Terri-

bas’ voices, the first from RAC 1 and 

the second from Catalunya Ràdio 

(she was the head of TV3 from 2008 

to 2012 and from 2013 to 2020 the di-

rector and speaker of the morning 

show of the station), attracted a large 

audience especially amongst the Cat-

alan-speaking of the most educated, 

wealthier people: 
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The position adopted in the first two 

years of the pro-independence pro-

cess by La Vanguardia is due to the in-

fluence of the new editor in chief, 

José Antich, who is a very remarka-

ble case in the Catalan media land-

scape. Born in 1955, he started his ca-

reer as a journalist when he was very 

young, only 22 years old, working for 

the official Spanish news agency, 

EFE. He was one of the people who 

began El Periódico de Catalunya in 

1977, after that worked for the Cata-

lan edition of El País as the head of the 

political section, and joined La Van-

guardia in 1994. That very same year 

he published a book against Jordi Pu-

jol (Antich, 1994). In 2000, under Pu-

jol’s administration and under José 

María Aznar’s government in Spain 

(Aznar’s grandfather, Manuel Aznar 

Zubigaray, was the editor in chief of 

La Vanguardia twice during Franco’s 

regime, by the way) he became editor 

in chief of the Godó family’s newspa-

per, as an unexpected replacement 

for the pro-socialist Joan Tapia and 

his deputy editor, Lluís Foix, an expe-

rience foreign correspondent.  

To which extent the new agree-

ment reached between the right-

winged parties in Madrid (Aznar’s 

Popular Party) and in Barcelona 

(Jordi Pujol’s Convergència 

Democràtica de Catalunya) was be-

hind Javier Godó’s decision is a mat-

ter of discussion. Nonetheless, in 

2011, Antich recommended to situate 

the newspaper in that supposedly 

mainstream path of the Catalan soci-

ety the owners have always bragged 

about to having known to detect, and 

at that time it was the transit towards 

the independence the hegemonic 

right-winged party Antich had bit-

terly criticised two decades before 

and Artur Mas, Jordi Pujol’s heir and 

successor began to show. Under José 

Antich’s direction, La Vanguardia 

launched a Catalan-language edition 

and supported Artur Mas’s strategy. 

Two years later, Javier de Godó, 

owner of the company, fired him and 

substituted the man by a much more 

moderate editor in chief: Màrius 

Carol, a wink towards the Spanish 

king, Juan Carlos I, who was irritated 

by the wayward paths that things 

were taking.  

 

Under José Antich, La Van-

guardia launched a Catalan-

language edition and sup-

ported Artur Mas’s strat-

egy. Two years later, Javier 

de Godó, fired him and sub-

stituted the man by a much 

more moderate editor in 

chief. 

 

After a short hiatus as a correspond-

ent for La Vanguardia in Paris, An-

tich, followed by his lieutenant and 

former main political writer for Godó 
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family’s newspaper, Jordi Barbeta, 

founded in 2016 an online newspa-

per, Elnacional.cat, showered by pub-

lic subsidies and close to Carles 

Puigdemont’s ideology. José Antich’s 

brother, Xavier, a university lecturer 

on Philosophy, has been appointed in 

2022 president of Òmnium Cultural 

after Jordi Cuixart, who was impris-

oned in 2017 and released with a par-

don in 2021. Another journalist and 

media lecturer, Marcel Mauri, was in 

charge of Òmnium while Cuixart 

was in jail. 

 

Besides the pre-existent 

newspapers in Catalonia, 

new actors appeared or 

were consolidated. 

 

Under Màrius Carol, La Vanguardia, 

but not RAC1, considered a station 

sympathetic to some pro-independ-

ence positions, went back in his sov-

ereignty strategy. Some rebel voices 

were silenced. A very controversial 

opinion writer, Gregorio Morán, was 

fired in July, 2017 because he de-

nounced the subsidised media system 

in Catalonia. The article’s title was 

“Los medios del movimiento 

nacional” [“The national movement’s 

media”] and was never published by 

La Vanguardia.  In 2015, Javier Godó 

himself showed up in the Cercle del 

Liceu in Barcelona (an opera theatre 

considered a temple for the higher 

classes in Catalonia) and aligned him-

self and his newspaper again in fa-

vour of an “open Catalonia and a plu-

ral Spain [aligned] with the monar-

chy and the liberal democracy”. On 

October 27, 2017, just the day in 

which the Catalan Parliament pro-

claimed the independence (the piece 

was written the day before), and was 

immediately dissolved by the Span-

ish government, La Vanguardia pub-

lished an editorial article (“Un país a 

la deriva”, “A country adrift”) in 

which they explicitly asked Carles 

Puigdemont to call for elections and 

avoid the unilateral secession. Once a 

lull in the storm happened, they came 

back to their conciliatory and moder-

ate strategy (they are proud of having 

the most plural audience in Catalo-

nia), and asked for an agreement be-

tween the governments of Catalonia 

and Spain. Once again, Godó was in 

the mainstream path, having the 

cake and eating it.  

Besides the pre-existent newspa-

pers in Catalonia, new actors ap-

peared or were consolidated. We 

have already mentioned the printed-

digital newspaper Ara. The digital 

newspaper gained in importance, 

amongst, especially, the independen-

tist people (Vilaweb, Nació Digital), 

and some other appeared during he 

conflict (Elnacional.cat in 2016, 

Crónica Global, in Spanish language, 

appeared for the first time in 2013, 
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and since it is not written in Catalan 

receives no dubsidies. It is now linked 

to Pedro J. Ramírez’s group, he is the 

former editor in chief of El Mundo 

and now founder, owner, and editor 

of the online newspaper El Español. 

The importance and influence of 

those online newspapers is to be 

stressed, and they deserve a full, 

more developed research of their 

own. So far, we just are happy to 

mention them, since they are ex-

tremely important to understand the 

media landscape in Catalonia during 

the last decade. That media land-

scape, as Kathryn Crameri has 

sharply underlined, cannot be under-

stood without considering the im-

portance of the Web 2.0, since 

Catalans are consummate “citizens of 

the Information Age”, so it is no sur-

prise that the civil pro-independence 

movement has been capable of occupy-

ing the media and the message within 

Catalonia itself, to the point that the 

discourse of independence is now vir-

tually hegemonic (Crameri, 2015: 7-8) 

The landscape, even if depicted only 

in its very main features, would not 

be complete without any references 

to the public television. The results of 

the pro-independence process are 

visible in the Corporation: it is con-

trolled by the political parties in 

charge of the Catalan government, 

Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya 

and Convergència, which later be-

came Junts per Catalunya. Those par-

ties have shared the charges of both 

the radio and the television public 

stations.  

 

The Catalan public televi-

sion’s audience has been in-

creased during the process, 

but to some extent it seems 

to hide at least some worry-

ing considerations. 

 

The television’s audience has been 

increased during the process, but to 

some extent it seems to hide at least 

two worrying considerations: first, 

we are in a context of decreasing use 

of the Catalan language, in which the 

whole public media system of Catalo-

nia is based, through public media or 

through subsidies to private media, 

especially amongst young people 

whose audio-visual consumption 

goes from the TV screen to Netflix of 

HBO-like platforms, or to Youtube 

(see, e.g., Laia Vicens’ report on the 

topic, “The Catalan young people (do 

not speak)”, Ara, January 23, 2021), 

and second, there is a report, dis-

cussed in the Catalan parliament in 

November 2019 and commissioned 

by TV3 (Estudi de posicionament de les 

marques TV3 i Catalunya Ràdio) 

shows that in 2019 40% of the audi-

ence (33,5% of Catalunya Ràdio’s au-

dience) was going to other stations in 
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search of a larger credibility. Almost 

40% of the peopleinterviewed for 

this study, conducted by Análisis e 

Interpretación L, confessed that they 

were tired of the presence of the Cat-

alan conflict even in entertainment 

shows. Also in this respect, it seemed 

that the shift from the angry Catalan 

(català emprenyat) to the exhausted 

Catalan (català esgotat) is becoming 

evident. 

 

THE INDEPENDENCE IN THE HYBRID 

MEDIA SYSTEM 

Beyond the influence of printed and 

digital media in the public opinion 

around the secessionist movement in 

Catalonia, and of radio and television 

stations, the importance of the so-

called hybrid media system (Chad-

wick, 2013), which includes many 

other agents should be considered as 

well. For instance, comments on 

news, a resource that has been sur-

passed in importance by the social 

network accounts of the media. In 

this case, quantity prevailed upon 

quality, with the Spanish and Catalan 

media not being able to create real 

spaces for debate (Tous-Rovirosa and 

Díaz-Noci, 2016: 159). But most espe-

cially the digital social networks such 

as Faceboook or Twitter have been 

examined. Tweets by the most irri-

tated activists and even from some 

politicians aborted the initial inten-

tions of president Carles Puigdmont 

and part of his cabinet of calling early 

elections as a way out of the cul-de-

sac of declaring he independence of 

Catalonia with less than 30% of the 

votes in an irregular referendum (“I 

do not want to be the president of 

Freedonia”, seemed to state 

Puigdemont in those moments re-

membering the fake country of one 

of the Marx brother’s movies). It is 

well known the harmful tweet ad-

dressed by the MP of Spain and mem-

ber of Esquerra Republicana de Cata-

lunya, Gabriel Rufián, in October 

2017: “155 monedas de plata”, “155 sil-

ver coins”, which labelled 

Puigdemont and others as traitors to 

the national cause of Catalonia, and 

made Puigdemont himself to take a 

step back.  

The research done on the contro-

versies held in, for instance, Twitter 

(scholars tend to overrepresent the 

importance of this digital social net-

work because data gathering is eas-

ier) highlights an even more pro-

nounced polarisation (e. g., Moragas-

Fernández, Grau-Masot and 

Capdevila-Gómez, 2019; López-Olano 

and Fenoll, 2019).  

First of all, the two civil associations 

behind the large demonstrations in 

favour of the independence of Cata-

lonia have been very active since 

2010 (Iveson, 2017: 52; Crameri, 2015). 

In particular, “media coverage was 

closely coordinated by the ANC, with 
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chosen journalists being given ad-

vance information not available to 

the public so that they would be in 

the right place to cover key “surprise” 

events on the day” (Crameri, 2015: 12). 

The role of active audiences is unde-

niable, both regarding passionate be-

haviour, and interaction (Balcells and 

Padró, 2016: 137) and a more sophisti-

cated strategy, like the one developed 

by foreign media, like the Russian, 

close to Vladimir Putin’s regime, Rus-

sia Today (RT). The aforementioned 

scholars define the importance of the 

conception of travel (to the promised 

land of Ithaca, as repeatedly men-

tioned by former president Artur 

Mas), path, movement or process, as 

metaphors insistently used by the 

Catalan secessionism as the main in-

formative framework of the political 

strategy.  

The importance of the intervention 

of Russia Today has been also investi-

gated by many scholars. Accused by 

the European Union (EU vs Disinfo; 

on an early examination of misinfor-

mation and the Catalan pro-inde-

pendence process, see Crameri, 2014: 

100-126, Aparici, García-Marín and 

Rincón-Manzano, 2019, and De 

Pedro, 2020) of having acted “directly 

under the influence of the foreign 

policy guidelines of the Kremlin, and 

working out well for the independ-

ence movement” (López-Olano and 

Fenoll, 2019: 1). Which is true in this 

case is that RT covered the issue more 

intensely than the other public me-

dia, and that the users of the social 

networks tended to react more posi-

tively to pro-independence positions 

(López-Olano and Fenoll, 2020: 269). 

On the other hand, public media such 

as the British BBC and the German 

DW were, accordingly to some schol-

ars, closer to the Spanish official ver-

sion (López-Olano and Fenoll, 2019: 

11). Instead, other researchers in-

sisted on the power of the most mobi-

lised and partisan people -and politi-

cal parties- to enhance the discussion 

on the social networks, more even 

than the aforementioned media. The 

strategy was based on exaggerating 

the facts, manipulating images and 

videos and using false identities (Apa-

rici, García-Marín and Rincón Man-

zano, 2019: 13).  

 

SUBSIDIES 

One important aspect to be consid-

ered when examining the role played 

by the media in Catalonia is the sub-

sidy system (not to mention the insti-

tutional advertisements) enforced 

under Artur Mas’ term of office to 

help the Catalan-language media. At 

the time of implementing that sys-

tem, there were some minor printed 

media, namely Avui, going through 

dire straits, some other local ones, for 

instance El Punt, with many local edi-

tions -both newspapers were merged 

on July 31, 2011- and El Periódico de 
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Catalunya, which from 1997 on-

wards, thanks to a software created 

by Mario Santinoli, was able to 

launch a double edition, in Spanish 

and in Catalan.  

In 2011, José Antich recommended 

to launch a Catalan printed edition -

the newspaper has never published a 

Catalan-language online version, 

though before that date it existed a 

non-official one- and Grup Godó 

started receiving great amounts of 

money because of it. Some other 

newspaper made a similar move-

ment, for instance El País, in this case 

creating a Catalan-language webpage 

named elpais.cat.   

 

Another source of public fi-

nancing for private media, 

even more important than 

subsidies, was institutional 

advertising. 

 

The Godó group has received signifi-

cant amounts of money from the Cat-

alan government. For instance, in 

2014 it perceived more than 865,000 

euros, whilst the Diari Ara, a Catalan-

only printed and online newspaper 

created in 2010 with an urban, mid-

dle-class, mainly left-winged or re-

publican target audience in mind, re-

ceived approximately 600,000 euros, 

and El Periódico de Catalunya 591,000 

euros. Ara was planned by Oriol 

Soler, a publisher later accused of be-

ing part of the shadow cabinet which 

prepared the fake referendum of 

2017. Soler was the first president 

and chief executive office of the 

newspaper until 2012. Some well-

known journalists (Antoni Bassas, 

who came from Catalunya Ràdio, 

Toni Soler, also a historian, Albert 

Om or Xavier Bosch) took part in the 

newspaper from the very beginning, 

when it was first published on No-

vember 28, 2010, at the time of the 

Catalan regional elections which fi-

nally gave the presidency to Artur 

Mas. The Carulla family, one of the 

founders of Òmnium Cultural, 

backed the initiative. The whole his-

tory of the creation of this daily 

newspaper can be found in Daza, 

2017. The amounts have decreased 

later: a specialized newsletter, 

Dirconfidencial.com, calculated that 

in 2020 the estimated quantities of 

the subsidies were 575,000 euros for 

La Vanguardia. 

Another source of public financing 

for private media was the institu-

tional advertising. The Anuari Me-

dia.cat published the data referred to 

2015: El Punt-Avui, a nationalist 

right-winged newspaper, received 

the greatest amount 162,263 euros. La 

Vanguardia despite being by far the 

most read newspaper in Catalonia, 

was second: 144,415 euros, and El 

Periódico was third: 84,649 euros. 
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The digital-born media, for instance 

Naciodigital.cat, Vilaweb.cat or the 

newborn Elnacional.cat have been 

also benefited by those subsidies. 

Once again, the specialized newslet-

ter Dirconfidencial.com, using public 

data, calculated that from 2016 on-

wards José Antich’s digital medium 

received more than 1.2 million in 

both subsidies and institutional ad-

vertisements, and just one year later, 

in 2017, it received 2.1 million euros 

that it was one third of the total 

budget of the company (see Illa, Anto-

linos and Martín, 2021). 

Those subsidies were bitterly criti-

cized by Gregorio Morán, who was 

fired for it from La Vanguardia. The 

unpublished article was made availa-

ble on the Internet, even by other 

newspapers, such as El Periódico 

where this paragraph could be read: 

Los fondos destinados a diarios como 

'Ara', 'Punt Diari', TV3, que superan Ca-

nal Sur de Andalucía o el canal de Ma-

drid, que ya es decir, cantidades de to-

dos modos exorbitantes que pagamos 

todos los ciudadanos, desde Cádiz a Gi-

rona, y donde sobreviven 7 directivos 

de TV3 con salarios superiores a los 

100.000 euros, podrán parecer una na-

dería frente a las estafas reiteradas del 

PP, pero describen un paisaje. Cobrando 

eso, ¡cómo no voy a ser independentista! 

¡Qué simples somos cuando decimos 

que esos medios no los ve ni los lee na-

die! Se equivocan y por eso estamos 

donde estamos (Morán, Gregorio, “Los 

medios del movimiento nacional”, 

https://www.elperiodico.com/es/so-

ciedad/20170722/este-es-el-articulo-

censurado-a-gregorio-moran-6184358) 

The question of the evolution of the 

public subsidies given to the Catalan 

media has been researched by a team 

of scholars of the Autonomous Uni-

versity of Barcelona, so we will not be 

longer examining this aspect (see, for 

instance, Aguado and Blasco Gil, 

2020; Fernández and Badia, 2021). Let 

us just remark the dependence of a 

whole media landscape on a political 

financing system based on subsidies 

and institutional advertisement, and 

how it may condition the editorial 

decision of those groups and compa-

nies. This particularity of Catalonia 

(it happens in the Basque Country as 

well, when subsides are linked to 

publishing contents in Basque lan-

guage) may explain some choices of 

the Catalan media, especially news-

papers, in the period we study. Fur-

ther explanations on the subsidies 

(and institutional advertising are to 

be found in our report La financiación 

de los medios de comunicación. Un 

panel de expertos, 2022).

https://www.elperiodico.com/es/sociedad/20170722/este-es-el-articulo-censurado-a-gregorio-moran-6184358
https://www.elperiodico.com/es/sociedad/20170722/este-es-el-articulo-censurado-a-gregorio-moran-6184358
https://www.elperiodico.com/es/sociedad/20170722/este-es-el-articulo-censurado-a-gregorio-moran-6184358
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THE INNER VISION: FROM THE 

CATALÀ EMPRENYAT TO THE 

CATALÀ ESGOTAT 

MANY JOURNALISTS, Catalan, Spanish 

or foreign correspondents, have con-

tributed decisively to establishing 

the facts and the story around the 

years of the pro-independence pro-

cess in Catalonia. Our hypothesis is 

that the Catalan media, especially the 

daily newspapers, helped to forge an 

informative framework to under-

stand and interpret, from different 

positions, the pro-independence pro-

cess.  

Some media have fixed their ver-

sion of the facts, for instance Ara in 

2018 (“Set dies d’octubre: les 140 hores 

que van canviar Catalunya” [“Seven 

days of October: the 140 hours that 

changed Catalonia”], April 29, 2018). 

Besides, some experienced journalists 

have published a book providing 

their own insight on the Catalan con-

flict, for instance Lluís Bassets, from 

El País, published his version in 2018 

(Bassets, 2018). That same year, P. Lu-

que published La secesión en los domi-

nios del lobo.  

One of those journalists was Santi-

ago Tarín. He, as Lola García or San-

drine Morel (we will mention them 

later), also used a metaphor in the ti-

tle of the book about his own inter-

pretation of the national movement 

in Catalonia (En el tsunami catalán, 

Within the Catalan tsunami, 2020). His 

main hypothesis is that the Spanish 

state has been gradually disappear-

ing from Catalonia from 1980, when 

Jordi Pujol became president of Cata-

lonia during more than two decades, 

until 2003 (Tarín, 2020).  

Actually, Pujol was concerned 

about the role of the media in the na-

tion-building of Catalonia. He created 

the Catalan public broadcasting sys-

tem (now called Corporació Catalana 

de MItjans Audiovisuals, Catalan 

Broadcast Media Corporation), espe-

cially Catalunya Radio and the televi-

sion system, TV3. A controversial 

journalist, considered one of the main 

enemies of Pujol’s regime in the first 

years, was surprisingly appointed by 

the Catalan president as the first 

head of TV3: Alfons Quintà, who 

ended his days murdering his wife 

and taking his own life in December 

2016 (see Amat, 2020). Jordi Pujol 

tried to have an influence in the 

printed press, to counteract the thriv-

ing influence of the hegemonic daily 

newspaper in Catalonia, La Vanguar-

dia, and of new players, such as El País 

(created in 1976) or El Periódico de Ca-

talunya (created in 1978), both close to 

the Socialist Party. During the decade 

of 1970, Pujol acquired a magazine, 

Destino, and a daily newspaper, El 

Correo Catalán, which closed in 1985 

for financial reasons. His most 

trusted person, Lluís Prenafeta, cre-

ated a new daily newspaper in 1990, 

El Observador, whose first editor in 

chief was, again, Alfons Quintà. All 
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those initiatives, surprising as it may 

seen, were launched in Spanish lan-

guage. El Observador disappeared in 

1993. Jordi Pujol cared also about the 

first Catalan-language daily newspa-

per, created in 1976: Avui (Today), but 

was unable to stop its poor sales, so it 

was absorbed in 2011 by another Cat-

alan-language local newspaper, El 

Punt, now known as El Punt-Avui, 

one of the most subsidised media in 

the Catalonia of our days. Moreover, 

Pujol was able to censure some books 

against him -especially, on the case of 

Banca Catalana, a bank he managed 

and that felt into bankrupcy in 1985, 

written by Francesc Baiges, Enric 

González and Jaume Reixac, which 

only could appear without many par-

agraphs.  

 

Jordi Pujol’s Pla 2000 docu-

ment foresaw the im-

portance of institutions, ed-

ucation and media in the 

nation building of Catalo-

nia. 

 

Pujol provoked an earthquake in the 

public opinion of Catalonia and 

Spain, when on July 25, 2014, recog-

nised surprisingly in a press released 

 
1 https://elpais.com/diario/1990/10/28/es-

pana/657068405_850215.html 

addressed to several media, and ad-

vanced in the first place by La Van-

guardia’s web edition, that he kept a 

fortune in a tax heaven, Andorra. As 

a result, he, his wife Marta Ferrusola 

and all their sons and daughters, 

most especially the eldest one, Jordi 

Pujol Ferrusola, were prosecuted un-

der the accusation of having made a 

fortune out of bribes or illegal com-

missions and of criminal organisa-

tion, like the mafia practices. The case 

is sub iudice at the time of writing this 

article, when Jordi Pujol is 91 years 

old, and no legal decision has already 

been adopted.  

In 2018, an old document was made 

publicly available by the media: Pla 

2000, a memorandum prepared by 

Jordi Pujol’s government in 1990, alt-

hough its existence was known at the 

time it was prepared (see the news on 

it published by José Antich, later to 

be editor in chief of La Vanguardia 

and the one whose advise led the 

count of Godó to make a position sup-

porting Artur Mas’ steps towards in-

dependence: El País, October 28, 

19901). That document foresaw the 

importance of institutions, education 

and media in the nation building of 

Catalonia, and it has been considered 

as the intellectual starting point of 

the pro-independence process we are 

dealing with. There is an excellent 

scholarly article on that document by 

https://elpais.com/diario/1990/10/28/espana/657068405_850215.html
https://elpais.com/diario/1990/10/28/espana/657068405_850215.html
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the late Daniel E. Jones on it which 

warned about the importance of the 

plan, which was only to be known by 

the audience thanks to the media 

(Jones, 2007). After the ending of the 

post-referendum situation of 2017, 

the importance attributed by the Pu-

jolian regime to education and media 

was highlighted in Spain (see Real In-

stituto Elcano, 2019: 21). 

Referring the framework built by 

journalists, one of the luckiest terms 

was invented by Enric Juliana: «el 

català emprenyat », meaning « the 

angry Catalan people », expressing 

the feelings of a considerable part of 

the populaton, not necessarily in fa-

vour of the independence of Catalo-

nia before 2009-2012, but aggrieved 

by the decisions of the Constitutional 

Court of Spain and by which they 

considered a contemptuous attitude 

of the Spanish institutions, most es-

pecially the right-winged Popular 

Party’s government of Mariano Ra-

joy (see, insisting on the concept 

coined years before, « Regresa el 

català emprenyat », by Enric Juliana, 

La Vanguardia, January 8, 2016). 

Years later, the new deputy editor 

in chief of La Vanguardia, Lola García, 

made a punt and proposed instead 

the term « català esgotat » (« ex-

hausted Catalan people », in La Van-

guardia, October 3, 2021), to explain to 

which extent many people, even 

many of those who believed in the 

promises of the Catalan government 

during the pro-independence pro-

cess, were really tired, disenchanted 

and disappointed with the whole 

thing. Lola García is the author of one 

of the clearest, plainest books on the 

events of the process, known or, some 

of them to that point, unknown, sig-

nificantly titled El naufragio (The 

wreck), with a prologue written by, 

precisely, Enric Juliana, one of the 

authors of the joint editorial piece of 

2009. Juliana provided an early in-

terpretation of the pro-independence 

movement in 2012, in a text appeared 

in The Guardian, in which he reck-

oned that « Spain’s twofold crisis -eco-

nomic and territorial- will become a 

key issue for Europe » (Juliana, 2012). 

Once again, Javier Godó’s La Van-

guardia and its main journalists and 

editors provided some solid versions 

and interpretations of what was hap-

pening. The story came to a full circle. 

 

THE FOREIGN VERSION 

The foreign media, both radio and tel-

evision stations, especially the public 

ones, and also the printed or online 

media, developed an interest on the 

pro-independence movement of Cat-

alonia, even because Òmnium Cul-

tural and the Catalan National As-

sembly (ANC) organised punctually 

every year, on the national day of 

Catalonia, September 11 (commemo-

rating the defeat of Barcelona the 

same day of 1714, when the siege con-

ducted by the troops of the king 
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Philip V took the city and ended the 

Succession War) a huge demonstra-

tion that had to be covered. The vi-

sion provided by the foreign media is 

a complex one, and would deserve, no 

doubt, a more detailed treatment. 

Anyway, we will bring some insights 

here, since we consider it of undenia-

ble importance.  

 

Many foreign correspon-

dants have recognised the 

weaknesses of both parts, 

and the complexity of the 

analysis. 

 

The question was examined by two 

Catalan scholars, Cristina Perales and 

Carles Pont, already mentioned. 

Their conclusions are that « the year 

2010 marked a watershed » in the in-

terest of the foreign media in the Cat-

alan conflict (that was, said those au-

thors, the informative framework ; 

Ballesteros agrees, when examining 

the treatment of the Spanish press on 

the topic, see Ballesteros, 2015), even 

more evident in the pseudo-referen-

dum (called cunningly « consulta-

tion » by Artur Mas) of 2015, the ille-

gal referendum organised by 

Puigdemont in October 2017, and of 

course the early elections of 2012. 

When examining the main French, 

British and German media, Perales 

and Pont underlined the importance 

attributed by the foreign correspond-

ents to educated sources (scholars, for 

instance, especially economists) (Per-

ales-García and Pont-Sorribes, 2018). 

According to those scholars (see the 

report they wrote for the Catalan 

government in 2018): 

Els diaris més contundents que avalen 

la voluntat del poble de Catalunya a vo-

tar són els italians Corriere della Sera i La 

Repubblica, els nord-americans The 

Washington Post i The New York Times, 

els britànics The Guardian, The Daily 

Telegraph, els brasilers O Globo i Folha 

de S. Paulo, el francès Le Monde i el cana-

denc The Globe and Mail (Perales-Gracía 

and Pont-Sorribes, 2018 : 118). 

The Catalan conflict was one of the 

main topics about Spain and one of 

the major concerns in the interna-

tional press (González Enríquez, Mar-

tínez Romera and Sánchez Jiménez, 

2020). Many correspondents have 

published a book after 2017, explain-

ing their point of view on the conflict. 

Most of them have recognised the 

weaknesses of both parts, and the 

complexity of the analysis. For in-

stance, Raphael Minder wrote in The 

New York Times the day before the 

fake referendum of October 1, 2017: 

Such a portrayal overlooks the social 

complexities and growing cleavages 

within the region of Catalonia itself, 

the lack of agreement in Madrid about 

how to respond to the secessionist 

movement, and the extent to which the 
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debate over secession has also pro-

voked irrational emotions that cannot 

be explained in political or economic 

terms. 

Minder published his version and in-

terpretation of the Catalan crisis as a 

book in 2017. 

From France, the quickest and more 

acid version was Sandrine Morel’s En 

el huracán catalán. Una mirada privi-

legiada al laberinto del procés, in which 

the correspondant from Spain for Le 

Monde from 2010 to our days insisted 

in the metaphor proposed by his com-

patriot Benoït Pellistrandi (the pro-

independence process as a labyrinth) 

and criticised both the Spanish and 

the Catalan governments, and de-

nounced the pressure exerted by 

Joan Maria Piqué, then in charge of 

the external communication of the 

Catalan government, upon the for-

eign correspondents (Morel, 2018: 

105-109), the control upon the public 

Catalan television, whilst Mariano 

Rajoy’s government decided to forget 

them and showed, according to Mo-

rel, no determination to propose a so-

lution for the conflict (Morel, 2018: 

116). 

Apart from the foreign journalists, 

many scholars have taken a position, 

in favour or against, the pro-inde-

pendence process in Catalonia. The 

French bibliography, probably due to 

the vicinity with Spain, and with Cat-

alonia (actually, an old part of Catalo-

nia, the so-called Rossselló or North 

Catalonia, is since the seventeenth 

century part of France; Catalan lan-

guage is still spoken in the territories 

around Perpignan), is particularly 

important. A vision from the French 

Catalonia appears in Schreiber and 

Domènech, 2019. Many of the topics 

mentioned here appeared in Marty, 

2019 and in Barret, 2018. The inter-

pretation more decidedly in favour of 

maintaining he unity of Spain, and 

thus the one which was most repro-

duced in the Spanish media, was that 

of Benoît Pellistrandi, developed in 

his book of 2017. Many political sci-

entists from abroad, even Francis Fu-

kuyama, who at the end of the 20th 

century announced « the end of his-

tory », spoke in the Spanish media 

about the Catalan independence, say-

ing that, in his opinion, it was the 

cause of the growth of national-pop-

ulism in Spain (see, for instance, ABC, 

April 26, 2019). 

The importance of the upper-mid-

dle classes in the secessionist move-

ment in Catalonia was bitterly criti-

cised by some very influential, event 

best-sellers scholars, especially 

French ones. We will mention espe-

cially two: Thomas Piketty and Chris-

tophe Guilluy. Their references to 

Catalonia have been conveniently 

amplified by the Spanish and Catalan 

media, needless to say.  

Christophe Guilluy has insisted 

many times, and wrote some pages 

on the topic in his very influential 
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book No society (Guilluy, 2018). In 

Guilluy’s opinion, «only the riches re-

gions, like Catalonia, are looking for 

independence», actually he defines 

the movement as «the secession of 

the elites» (see, e.g., an interview by 

Iñaki Gil published in El Mundo, July 

2, 2019) and accused them of lack of 

solidarity. In Guilluy’s opinions, the 

Catalan seccessionism is a reflection 

of the shrinking middle classes in 

Spain, weakened, as in many other 

Western societies, by globalisation, a 

factor highlighted by Real Instituto 

Elcano (2019 : 21) or by Al-Jazeera also 

(Zabala, S., «The Catalan crisis is not 

just about nationalism: What is hap-

pening in Catalonia is a symptom of 

much larger crisis that liberal democ-

racies are suffering from», an article 

published on October, 19, 2017).  

 

In Piketty’s and Guilluy’s 

opinion, the pro-independ-

ence movement is inspired 

by “the most favoured peo-

ple”. 

 

Especially the upper-middle classes 

described, for the case of Barcelona, 

by Subirats, were claiming for a 

greater protectionism, panicked by 

the threat of their sons and daughters 

to live in poorer conditions than 

them.  

Thomas Piketty was even more elo-

quent in this respect. First in his own 

website, Le blog de Thomas Piketty, 

this prestigious economist expressed 

his point of view on the topic in a post 

entitled Le syndrome Catalan. There is 

also an English-langauge version. In 

that post, based on some figures, 

Piketty explains that the Catalan 

elites were considering to create a tax 

heaven, like Luxemburg, if Catalonia 

became an independent state 

(Piketty, 2020). The same position ap-

peared in his book Capital et idéologie 

that year. The media interviewed 

him, as they usually do when he pub-

lishes a new book, and gave him the 

chance to deepen on that opinion. In 

La Vanguardia, Piketty asked loudly 

what economic and fiscal model were 

the secessionist people proposing, “a 

solidary one or Luxemburg”, keeping 

all the money for themselves 

(“Piketty: Hay que pedir a los inde-

pendentistas qué modelo de Europa 

quieren”, October 1, 2021), and de-

fined that attitude as “fiscally selfish” 

(El País, November 24, 2019). In 

Piketty’s opinion, the pro-independ-

ence movement is led by “the most fa-

voured people”. Thomas Piketty’s as-

sertion has been questioned by, for 

instance, Jordi Muñoz, in whose 

opinion the argument rests “on weak 

theoretical and empirical grounds”, 

and who in turn insists on the greater 

importance of cultural and linguistic 

factors (Muñoz, 2021: 376, 384). 



 

 

 

As a way  

of conclusion 
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AN UPPER-MIDDLE CLASSES’ MOVE-

MENT? 

IT IS TIME TO DRAW SOME CONCLUSIONS. 

The article focuses on the role of me-

dia and on the importance of several 

factors related to the upper-middle 

social classes who were the main sup-

port to independence in Catalonia. 

Alongside with rent and wealth, fac-

tors such as education, culture, lan-

guage and family seem to be the main 

reasons which explain the inclina-

tion to vote in favour or against the 

secession of Catalonia.  

We have already mentioned how 

many surveys and studies have in-

sisted in the socio-economic back-

ground of the pro-independence pro-

cess in Catalonia. Probably the deep-

est research on the importance of so-

cial classes in Catalonia, or at least in 

Barcelona, during the first decade of 

the 21st century, is the one conducted 

by a sociologist, Marina Subirats 

(Subirats, 2012), who coined, refer-

ring to the national movement of 

Catalonia and its relation with the 

economic crisis of 2008 onwards, the 

term “an available utopia” (Subirats, 

2014; the text can also be found in Ra-

moneda, 2019, an interesting anthol-

ogy of essays by different authors on 

the topic). The survey conducted by 

Subirats was related to the Metropol-

itan Area of Barcelona, whose major 

had been Pasqual Maragall, from 

2003 to 2006 president of the Catalan 

government. Maragall, grandson of 

one of the greatest Catalan-language 

poets, Joan Maragall, thus a member 

himself of the upper-class vernacular 

elite (this elite, has been satirized by a 

journalist, Cristian Segura; Segura, 

2021), tried during the decade of 1980 

to counterbalance the power of the 

conservative politician Jordi Pujol’s 

idea of Catalonia from the socialist 

majority held in Barcelona and its 

metropolitan area, but failed to em-

power the so-called Metropolitan 

Corporation of Barcelona. Catalonia 

has more than seven million inhabit-

ants (approximately 16.3% of the 

Spanish population), whilst its eco-

nomic contribution is, as recognized 

by a think tank close to the Spanish 

government, higher: 19.8%, “second 

only to Madrid” (Real Instituto 

Elcano, 2019: 15; on the weight of the 

Catalan economy compared with the 

general Spanish one, it is remarkable 

what some very influential media 

say, for instance, The Economist, see 

Valentina Romei’s “Catalonia’s 

strength fuels independence push”, 

September 28, 2017), Barcelona con-

centrates some 1,600,000 people liv-

ing in the city, but the whole metro-

politan area concentrates 3,329,000 

people, half the population of Barce-

lona. Jordi Pujol opposed the creation 

of such an urban power and in 1987 

fulminated Maragall’s initiative. The 

rivalry amongst both politicians and 

their very different idea of how had 
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Catalonia to be configured domi-

nated the dynamics of the Catalan 

public life until precisely, the arrival 

of the pro-independence process in 

2012. Subirats gathered many data 

from 1985 to 2006, so in her contribu-

tion, never bettered, she was able to 

depict three groups within the so-

called middle classes. The first group 

was the upper-middle classes, owners 

of small companies (often called boti-

guers in Catalan), which represented 

in Barcelona and its area of influence 

some 4-5% of the total. We consider 

important to insist on the definition 

made by Marina Subirats: she named 

this group “a corporative class”. 

Then came the largest group, the 

middle class, the one of clearest Cata-

lan origin, Catalan language, and also 

the most conscious of their Catalan 

identity. They represented at that 

time a good 20% of the whole popula-

tion of the metropolitan area of Bar-

celona. These are the so-called menes-

trals in the Catalan tongue, not own-

ers but mainly liberal professionals. 

The importance of the most skilled 

and educated people (what Thomas 

Piketty once named «the Brahmin 

classes», to which even most of the 

left-winged parties in Europe and the 

United States address their message, 

and not to the working classes; see 

Gethin, Martínez-Toledano and 

Piketty, 2021) in the Catalan process 

has been underlined by Maria Jose 

Hierro and Dídac Queralt (Hierro and 

Queralt, 2021). 

Finally, the lower-middle class 

came, composed by workers of, 

mainly, foreign origin, who migrated 

to Catalonia, especially to the metro-

politan area of Barcelona from an-

other parts of Spain during the prece-

dent decades and whose family lan-

guage was Spanish. 

 

The importance of the most 

skilled and educated peo-

ple, to which even most of 

the left-winged parties, and 

not to the working classes, 

address their message, in 

the Catalan process is to be 

underlined. 

 

 

A VISION SUPPORTED BY MEDIA? 

This thesis, which links the vote in fa-

vour of the independence to some so-

cioeconomic characteristics, was sup-

ported and made publicly available 

by the Spanish media, and it is the 

one provided by and influential data 

journalist, KIko Llaneras, in El País, 

both at the end of the period we ex-

amine in this article (“El apoyo  a la in-

dependencia tiene raíces económicas 

y de origen social”, September 28, 

2017), when he underlined how the 

pro-independence vote arrived to the 
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50% of those who “live comfortably” 

and, in general terms, is greater 

amongst those born to Catalan par-

ents and grandparents and higher 

rents, and later (“Así se relacionan en 

Cataluña la renta, el voto, el origen y 

la independencia”, February 20, 

2021). Alongside with the economic 

wealth, the family origin and the 

main language employed are high-

lighted as capital factors in the sup-

port of the independence of Catalonia 

(on the importance of the familiar 

ideological transmission of Catalan 

nationalism, see Hernández, 1981; on 

the language, see Miley and Gravía, 

2019). As a matter of fact, at the end 

of 2021 the public debate on the Cat-

alan conflict has shifted towards the 

decline on the use of the Catalan lan-

guage, its presence in the broadcast 

media, and the necessity of defending 

the linguistic immersion model of the 

public schools in Catalonia against a 

legal decision held by the Supreme 

Court of Justice which obliges those 

schools to teach in Spanish (the other 

official language of the region) at 

least 25% of the contents whenever a 

family asks for it. 

The importance of the economy and 

wealth in a longer historical perspec-

tive (Catalonia has been defined as 

“Spain’s wealthiest region” by many 

foreign media, e.g. National Geo-

graphic, see Blakemore, 2019) has 

been revised by Alejandro Barón. as 

related to the claim for an independ-

ence of Catalonia and of the Basque 

Country, the other traditional part of 

Spain with an own language and in-

stitutions, a historical larger presence 

of industry. Nevertheless, it is also to 

be reminded, nor the Basque Country 

neither Catalonia have been “never 

kingdoms or independent states” 

(Real Instituto Elcano, 2019: 7), which 

makes their claims, very often based 

on a historicist storytelling, in fact a 

very contemporary desire. Barón’s 

conclusion is remarkable: “Identity 

and romanticism have played key 

roles in shaping historical concep-

tions of nationalism. However, eco-

nomic motivations linked to the cap-

ture of fiscal resources have also been 

important”, and he adds how “unfold, 

the worst possible outcome for the 

Catalan government would be 

maintenance of the current fiscal re-

gime”. There is a need to profoundly 

revise it, and it has led, to some ex-

tent, to the contemporary claim for 

more self-government, first, and 

when the ruling classes considered it 

an impossible way, for the full inde-

pendence (Barón, 2015: 101). 

The influence of rent and wealth 

has been stressed by some other 

scholars, namely Oller, Satorra and 

Tobeña (“the secessionist challenge 

was, in fact, a rebellion of the wealth-

ier and well-situated people”, Oller, 

Satorra and Tobeña, 2019), but it 

needs to be combined with some 
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equally important factors: family, 

language, as mentioned, and expo-

sure to media related to ideology and 

language, mainly (Pardos-Prado, 

2019). Once again, Oller, Satorra and 

Tobeña underline the importance of 

the combinations of those things: 

Following regional public media (TV 

and Radio) under control of Regional 

Government (both broadcasting in Cat-

alan language, exclusively) correlated 

with a higher polarization around the 

issue of secession in the main language 

segments, family/mother language 

Catalan and family/ mother language 

Spanish, with some differences (Oller, 

Satorra and Tobeña, 2020: 9). 

 

Exposure to media, the re-

configuration of the media 

landscape, with the emer-

gence of new media, the 

importance of the digital 

social networks and the 

economic support provided 

through subsidies are im-

portant issue to shape pub-

lic opinion. 

 

The importance of the middle classes’ 

thinking and choices has been recog-

nized even by the Spanish think 

tanks, such as the Real Instituto 

Elcano (2019: 21). Nevertheless, some 

other think tanks have underlined 

the many economic contradiction 

and consequences of the pro-inde-

pendence process: The Campalans 

Foundation, close to the Catalan So-

cialist party, assured in 2018 that the 

procés accentuated the income ine-

qualities and the poverty of lower 

classes in Catalonia. 

Coming to media, which is the topic 

of this article, some foreign scholars 

have recognized the important of 

those elites in handling the media 

messages. Kathryn Crameri, for in-

stance: 

The cultural elites – especially those 

with experience in sectors related to 

the media – also play a crucial liaison 

role between the political elites and the 

civil associations. Partly thanks to the 

cultural elites’ position at the intersec-

tion of these two groups, networks of 

influence radiate both vertically and 

horizontally from the civil organiza-

tions and political parties that make up 

the core of the independence move-

ment, reaching out towards potential 

supporters in all areas of Catalan soci-

ety (Crameri, 2015: 18) 

Exposure to media is another factor 

mentioned by scholars, and the sub-

ject of our analysis. The reconfigura-

tion of the Catalan media landscape, 

with the emergence of new media, 

the importance of the digital social 

networks and the economic support 

provided by the Catalan government 
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through subsidies -and other re-

sources- given to those companies 

which publish contents in Catalan 

language aimed to strengthen the 

traits of the social groups which sup-

ported the independence process. 

Many media are addressed to an edu-

cated, wealthy audience (this needs 

further research, but the way) of peo-

ple willing to read in their own lan-

guage, in a time in which the con-

sumption of media contents, espe-

cially traditional broadcast media, is 

getting weaker amongst young peo-

ple. Even when it seemed that the 

public television is increasing its au-

dience, a closer analysis reveals some 

important weaknesses to be consid-

ered in the next future. Subsidies are 

keeping alive a system, but they can-

not long forever. What could happen 

to a media system which is, to a great 

extent, relatively well without that 

life-support?  

Many aspects need a further, more 

developed research, those regarding 

media most specially: the discourse of 

them during the whole period, espe-

cially around some critical issues, for 

instance, the legal foundations in-

volved in the whole revolt and the vi-

sion provided by media; the underly-

ing structural changes of companies -

not to be underestimated-; the role of 

journalists in storytelling, and the re-

lation of media, journalists and audi-

ences with the institutions are some 

of the topics to be developed, with 

some more perspective, in the next 

future. We also need some more re-

search on the consumption of news 

and media, and its relation to eco-

nomic income, education, family re-

lations and tradition, and social class. 

 

Many aspects need further 

research, those regarding 

media specially: the dis-

course on the legal founda-

tions of the revolt, the un-

derlying structural changes 

of media, and the relation-

ship between companies, 

media owners and institu-

tions. 

 

We have just mentioned them, but 

each news would need its own deep 

development and research. Histori-

ography needs perspective at least as 

it needs a reasonable knowledge of all 

the facts surrounding the events. 

Some techniques might be used, in 

this respect: in-depth interviews and 

prosopography -so to know, for in-

stance, the educational, economic, 

linguistic and familiar background of 

media people- are an option, follow-

ing the model of Elitist Britain 2019, a 

report by the Sutton Trust, and Hego 

Euskal Herriko eliteak, boterearen az-

terketa [The elites of the Southern 

Basque Country, an analysis of power], 
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by Manu Robles-Arangiz Founda-

tion, Bilbao, 2022. 

The background of the movement 

in favour of the independence of Cat-

alonia is both political and economic: 

the need for a better fiscal system, the 

unpopularity of fighting against the 

economic global crisis, the changes in 

a globalised society, as it has hap-

pened adopting many other forms of 

protest in many other parts of the 

world, has led the wealthy classes of 

Catalonia to embrace the «last possi-

ble utopia»: the unilateral secession of 

the territory, without a clear, defini-

tive, irrefutable majority. 

Whether if it was based on wishful 

thinking, it was a smokescreen or a 

strategy of building-up forces to ne-

gotiate in a better situation with 

Spain, as a result anger has made its 

way to fatigue and disappointment. 

Media -and journalists- are not an ex-

ception, and they are adapting them-

selves to an ever-changing reality, 

dominated not only by the political 

zeitgeist, but also by the crisis of the 

printed press, the digitisation of con-

tent and processes, and the configu-

ration of a hybrid media system, very 

complex, in which a multifaceted 

landscape is rapidly taking the place 

of legacy media.  

The whole period can be inter-

preted -interpretations are equally 

complex, needless to say- at least par-

tially as a reactive moment to face a 

changing society. Resilience and ad-

aptation, even more than real rup-

ture, are in our opinion the key points 

of the whole thing. Media and jour-

nalists, also politicians probably -but 

they are not the subject of this arti-

cle- are trying to closure a cycle, set-

ting an acceptable story of what hap-

pened between 2009 and 2017. We 

will see how the aforementioned so-

cial classes adapt themselves to the 

new situation: maybe -or maybe not- 

everything must change, so every-

thing remains the same.
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